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Using a function to change the presence of null objects
 
This example shows how you can use up a function to examine each object in a container. In this case, the function hides an object, if it is null or empty. This could be useful in a prePrint event to reduce the volume of pages being printed (in a flowed form). A corresponding postPrint event would reshow the objects.     
 
Your details (in a positioned subform)                                        Your details (in a flowed subform)
Script calling the function, in the click event of the button:
 
// call the function "hideFields" in the script object "tidyUp"
tidyUp.hideFields(form1);  
 
 
You can explore the function in the script object, by opening the form in LiveCycle Designer ES2. 
 
You will notice that non-null objects in the positioned subform do not move as other objects are hidden. The set of objects on the right are in a flowed subform. In this case when objects in the flowed subform are hidden, remaining objects can flow upwards to occupy the free space. 
 
Another example explores script for changing an object's presence. 
 
Lastly, the form has a second function, which controls the visual appearance of the objects. This is explained in detail in this example. 
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